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Rapa Nui or Easter Island as it is more widely known
by  most  of  the  world,  is  one  of  the  more  isolated
specks of land on Earth.    Located in the middle of the
southeastern   Pacific   Ocean,   this   triangular   shaped
island of about 63 square miles, with a north-south axis
of less than eight miles and an east-west axis of slightly
more  than  fourteen miles, is  more  than 2rn,000  miles
from the coast of South America and some 1,500 miles
from the  island  of Tahiti.    It was  formed  by volcanic
activity more than two million years ago.
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Today, Easter Island  ¢sla de Pascua) is most easily identified with the more than 900 large
carved  statues,  or  moai,  that were  cut  from  the  island's  volcanic  rock  and  are  scattered
throughout the island.   To learn who fashioned and erected these iconic statues, one has to
go back in time to about 400-600 AD qinguistic evidence supports this early settlement, but
some beheve settlement did not occur unul several centuries later), when daring Polynesian
seafarers  first arrived, likely accidentally, bringing chickens and a few other animal species,
like  the  Polynesian rat, with them.   Plants,  such as taro, yam,  sugar cane  and banana also
survived the long voyage.   In addition to the flora and fauna, the early settlers brought with
them traditions of stone and wood carving.

Chile, Moai, Scott
#RA2, issued 1965

Rapa  Nui  oral  traditions  hold  that  one  or  two  great
canoes   carried   the   mythic   chief  Hotu   Matu'a,   his
immediate and extended families, and other important
personages  on the  settlement expedition.   These  early
explorers  came to view Rapa Nui as the  `navel of the
world'   and    their   behef   systems,   which   included
ancestor worship, remained for a time, relatively intact.

Probably one of the first organized projects upon their
a]rival  was  to  construct  a  ceremoliial  site.    Mythical
founders  of  certain  clans,  the  ancestors,  were  q{ept
alive' with the carving and erecting of huge monolithic

-    stone moai which rested on verical, carved or shaped,
stone platforms called ahus.

Chile, Raralou Volcano a) and Tonginki Ruins a), Scott
#719 & 720, issued May 15,1986.

(Cont'd on pg 3)
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It looks like  I  am  finally picking up  some  new writers, witl-.
different ideas of archaeology!

With the demise of finns New Stamp Issiies it may he a hit
more  difficult to  keep up  with new  issues  for many editors.
Since   I   use   several   new   issue   dealers   websites   for   that
information I  need the  Scott Catalog numbers which I hope
they win continue to provide in their monthly publication.   I
find I have missed lots of information at any rate.  Though last
month'§ issue inrfuded a wehaite selling staxps, of Tqgp (of all
places) which are not easy to find at stalnp shows and generally
on the internet.

My   main   source   of   information   of   New   Digs   is   still
Kent/Herick  and  occasionally  Bombay  Staaps.    Every  six
months or so I hit the UPU site to verify lerfuate staraps but
that  site  takes  longer  and  longer  to  list anything.    They are
more than a year behind in most - yes, MOST - countries.

As the spring stamp show in NYC was moved up by 2 weeks,
this issue  did not make the post in time.   On Aprd 6th I am
fiinaly putting it togrfuer from various ffles I conect over the
quarter to make a decent issue.

I  have  received  communications  from  both  ATA  and  APS
asking if we require a table for our members at their respective
stamp  shows,  ATA  in  St.  Louis,  MO  in June  and  APS  in
Hartford,  CT  in  August.    Your  president  has  declined  any
tables, but we do offer a special prize at the American Topical
Association show for an exhibit containing loo/o archaeology in
whatever subject shown.  This one is a book about Petroglyphs
and it also brings along a one year membership in OWASU.
Dan!   The hocks are wrapped in plastic so I can't rend them
frst.

Another Pacific Island settlement is highhighted in this issue;
this  one  Easter  Island.       Gerald  Gallagher  wrote  about
Hawaii in last October's issue.

With an  the  snow we  have had  this  past whter it is  no
wonder   thoughts   of   Pacific   Islands   come   to   mind.
Immediately after paying my auto insurance for another six
months; a pack of ice appeared at the end of my driveway,
about 3 feet high and more than 2 feet thick.   I and a man
visiting a neishbor hacked at that ice one SatLnday and got
about 7" across and 5" down cleared so the nrailman could
get in.    I climbed over it every moming to get to the train
station to get to work and clinbed over again, with flashlicht
in hand, to get into the  house each nisht.   It would melt
during the  day and  freeze  over when the  sun went down.
Next year in Tahiti

earoline
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Priests served as mediums for contacting the spirit world
and guardian spirits, or aku aku, provided protection for
family   dwellings,   gardens   and   animals,   and   othe4r
property.    Elaborate  ceremonial  rituals  constituted  the
firml cycle of the Rapa Nui relialon.

Over the  centuries  that  followed,  moan  of similar  form
and of varying size were fashioned and erected on ahus
around the  island's rugged  coastline.   The largest moai,
found in situ on the western slope of the extinct volcano
Rano Raraku, measures 71  feet in length and weighs an
estimated 270 tons, through the largest ever successfully
transported and placed on an ahu weishs about 75 tons.

The   moai   construction  materials   consisted   of  basalt,
trachyte,  and  red  and  grey  scoria,  but  the vast  majority
were carved from tuff (compressed volcanic ash).

Chile, Te Pito o te Henua, Scott #1494,
issued Jar 18, 2008

It is beheved by many that the extensive use  of the island's limited resources  to construct and move the moai led to
increased dissention and even starvation among the island's population, which may have reached 10,000 at its peak.

In particular, the destruction of palm trees played a very significant role in these
endeavors  to  the  extent that the   most numerous  and  influential of the  clans
began to choose sides, eventuany re4sulting in savage clan warfare breaking out
in what has been termed the Battle of Poike around 1680.

Dutch Commander Jacob Roggeveen experienced violence when he visited the
island on Easter Sunday, April 5,  1722, and an almost fifty year hiatus resulted
before the island was again visited by westerners.  These earliest explorers called
it Easter Island.

Chad, Wonders of Forgotten
Cultures, Scott #852, issued 1999

Captainjames Cook came ashore on Rapa Nui in 1774, at whicfh time the large moai were still standing, though some
were toppled not long after as the island's very lilnited resources became further depleted.   Cook noted that there was
no safe anchorage, no wood for guel, nor any fresh water worth taking on board.   Further, and more importantly, he
noted that the inhabitants were few in number and that they planted little more than was sufficient for their numbers.

Though many transitional and profound changes were contemporaneous with,
and further exacerbated by, the arrival of these first outside visitors to Rapa Nui,
there   had   existed   for   some   time   a   growing   disenchantment   with   moat
construction.    Concomitantly,  what  is  known  as  the  Cbirdman  cult'  took  on
increasing imp ortance.

According  to  American  archaeoloalst  ]o  Anne  Van  Tilburg,  this  cult  was
"Centered  upon  a  universal  creator god  and  provider  called  Makemcke, who

became incamate in the tangata manu, or birdman."  Some of the birdman's cult
rfuals  grew  out  of the  statue  cult  and  were  moved  from  the  ahu  sites  to  a
location on the island' northwest coast known as Orongo.

Poo€  #  3

Chile, Folk Art, Scott #814 & 813,
issued March 20, 1989

(Cont'd on pg 4)
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Chile, Rapa Nui face decorations,
Scott #1573, issued August 5, 2011

Katherine Routledge, an early Rapa Nui investigator, believed that the Orongo
birdman petroglyphs, as weu as woodcarvings, represented birdmen in much
the same way that moan represented deceased, deified ancestors.

The birdman ritual was initiated each year consistent with th4e expected arrival
of the Sooty Tern (Sterna fuscata) a sea bird that had been extirpated from Rap
Nui an now returned only to two small islets offshore to nest and lay its eggs.

Four men, who represented the powerful and pohically dominant exclusively,
at an appointed tine  (usually July),  descended the  steep  slopes  of Rano  Kau
volcano  and  swam treacherous, shark-infested waters to  await the  first Sooty
Tern eggs to be laid, usually in September or October.

The  first participant warrior who  found an egg and returned it to Rapa Nui
unbroken was feted, along with the group he represented, unul the ritual was
conducted again the next year.

In  the  years     following  the  Roggeveen,  Gonzalez  y  Haedo  and  Cook  vsits,  Rapa  Nuans  were  kidnapped  by
adventuresome exploiters to help with mining in South America and seal harvesting in the southern oceans to such a
great extent that the overall island population dropped precipitously, and only those individuals who managed to  find
refuge in the island's caves escaped capture.   Clan warfare, near starvation, and even cannibalism au contributed to a
tenuous existence for the remaining population until their numbers reached a low of approximately 110 inhabitants by
1880.

Great Britain, Hoa       Chile  se-tenant set from Easter Island, with the megaliths on the left           United Nations Q`Jew York)
Hakananal'a; Easter      stamp, and the indigenous population greeting a flight coming in on
Island Moai, Scott        the right stamp with a petroglyph on the rock. Scott #1011ab, issued
#2164, Oct7, 2003      June 9,1992.

Chile, Annexation of Easter Island Centenary, Scott # 791-4

Paye  # 4

Rapa Nui,  Scott #942,  issued

June 9,1992

<<   Chile, Annexation of Easter Island Centenary, issued Sept
9,   1988,   Ship's   officer,   map   &  globe,   Easter   Island   Folk
Dancers, Stone Ruins.

Commencing  with  the  interest  generated  by  the  Thor
Heyerdahl expedition in the  1950s, significant Rapa Nui
archaeolodcal   study   and   site   restoration   began   and
continues  to  the  present  day  with  some  of  the  moai
being re-erected and covered to forestall erosion.

1995 saw Rapa Nui National Park established as a World
Heritage Site by UNESCO.

(Cont'd on pg 5)
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France Official UNESCO Scott #2050,
issued Oct 24, 1998.

In  1888  Chile laid  claim to  Easter Island  and  has governed  the  island
since that ire.

Easter Island was  declared World Heritage Site by UNESCO in  1995,
and in 1998 UNESCO issued a stamp depictirig the megaliths.

Petm, I)i§couered btl flohaM fulrty %urkhardt,  1812
%y eavliMe sanMell
The eady 1800s were a time for exploration and discovery, colorful characters and adventurers. ] L Burkhardt arived in
Malta in 1809 to perfect his Arabic dressed in Arab attire, using the name Sheikh lbrahim Ibn Abd Allah. Traveling
throughout the mid-east, he came upon an abandoned city built into rock of a pinkish color in 1812.  Petra, located in
today'sd Jordan, is breathtaking with its natural beauty and for the carved structures and monuments.  The entry was
through a chasm is only about 12 feet wide with towering rocky walls on each side.

Jordan, Camel caravan at sunset,
Scott #786, June 25, 1974

Built in the 4th Century BC by the Nabataeans, a nomadic Arab race, it's claim to  fame
was water. Huge cisterns have been found under the site. Caravans traveling through the
area, along the Silk Road, stopped at Petra for rest and water, and were charged a fee for
the privilege.

From  the  4th  century  BC  until  the  2nd  century  AD,  Petra  was  the  capital  of  the
Nabataean  Kingdom., although the Romans conquered it in  106 ad and made it part of
the Roman province of Arabia Petraea.   Eventually they built a road around Petra, also
introduced  a water  route  around  it,  cutting  the  profitable  trade  route  and  aiding  the
demise of the Nabataeans.

According to Arab tradition, Petra is the spot where  Moses  (Musa)  struck a rock with his  staff and water came forth, and where
Moses' brother, Aaron (Harun), is buried, at Mount Hor, which is known today as ]abal Haroun/Mount Aaron.   The Wadi Musa
is the Arab name for the narrow valley at the head of which Petra is sited.

The impressive eastern entrance leads steeply down through a dark, narrow gorge
which  is  only  10-12  feet wide  in  places  called  the  Siq.    This  natural  geolodrcal
feature was formed from a deep split in the sandstone rocks.   At the end of the
liarow gorge stands Petra's most ehborate ruin, AI Khazneh, which was carved
out of the sandstone cliff and is in though it is in very well preserved condition,
the face of the structure is marked by hundreds of bullet holes made by the local
Bedouin tribes.
Down the road from the Treasury, at the foot of the mountain called en-Nejr, is a
massive theatre, positioned  so as  to bring the greatest number of tombs within
view. At the point where the valley opens out into the plain, the site of the city is
strikingly revealed.

Paye   #  5

< < Jordan, Petra; The
Cradle of Civilization,
a to r)  AI Deir Temple,
AI Khazneh (the
Treasury) and Obelisk
Tomb, Scott # 1640-2,
Oct 24, 1999

UNESCO q'aris) Petra, Scott #
2056, Nov 26, 2005

(cont'd pg 6)
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Jordan, The Roman theater
of Petra, Scott #1524, Aug
11,1995

A Roman Amphitheatre is carved into the hillside, and also into several tombs during
it's constniction.   Almost enclosing it on three  sides are rose-colored mountain walls,
divided into groups  by deep  fissures  and lined with knobs  cut  from the rock in the
form of towers.

On December 6, 1985, Petra was designated a World Heritage Site.

Petra National Trust a?NT) was established in 1989.  Since its inception it has worked
together with numerous local and international organizations on projects that promote
the  protection,  conservation  and  preservation  of the  Petra  site.    UNESCO  recently
collaborated to publish their fist book on human and natural threats to these sensitive

World Heritage sites and chose Petra as its first, and most important example of threatened landscapes. " Tourism and
Archaeoloalcal Heritage Management at Petra: Driver to Development or Destmction?", represents the first in a series
of important books to address the very nature of these deteriorating buildings, cities, sites, and reasons. The next books
in the series of deteriorating UNESCO World Heritage Sites will include Macchu Picchu, Angkor Wat, and Pompeii.

Altamira eare PaiMting§ OpeMdr to the Pwbm     - - I  Archaeology Codey

Spain, UNESCO Sites, #2613,
Issued Dec 5,1989
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Spain, Altamira caves #3053b,       Spain, Archers #1449,          Spain, Wall painting ofa
Issued sept 22, 2000                           Issued Mar 27,1967             bull, #1452, Mar 27,1967

The vast cavern complex in the Cantabria reason of northern Spain is covered in paintings of animals dated to between
14,000 and 20,000 years ago.    For the past 12 years, visitors have had to settle for a replica in a museurn, but now small
groups of visitors are again being allowed into the cave as pact of an experiment to determine whether the paintirigs can
support the presence of sightseers.

Unul August, on a random day of the week visitors will be invited to enter a draw, and five chosen for a guided tour
including 37 minutes inside the cave. They will put on special suits, masks and shoes before entering.   Researchers wffl
measure their impact on the cave's temperature, humidity, microbiolodcal contamination and C02 levels. The results
will be used to determine whether or not the cave can be reopened to the public, a controversial decision that has pitted
the local tourist economy against government scientists.

The site has been closed several times, starting in 1977 after scientists warned that body heat and C02 levels from
the 3,000 daily visitors were deteriorating the paintings. The cave was again closed to the public in 2002 after scientists
blamed body heat, light and moisture  for the appearance  of green mould on some of the paintings.  Since then, the
realonal government has been lobbying for the site to be reopened, against the recommendations of the government's
main research body. A 2010 report made it very clean that the cave shouldn't be open to visitors, with lead researcher
Seralo Sinchez Moral recently waming: "The consequences of doing so are immeasurable. "

]os6 Antonio Lasheras, director of the Museo de Altamira, defends the decision.  The tours, he  says, are part of a
carefully  calculated  equation  to  find  a  balance  between  conservation  efforts  and  making  the  country's  heritage  as
accessible as possible. "It's a controlled risk," he says.
Edited from The Guardian (26 February 2014)
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The  Estonian  History  Museum  is  one  of  the  oldest  and  most
important memory institutions in Estonia. In February 2014 it will
mark its  150 anniversary.  The  forerunner of the History Museum
was  the  Estonian  Provincial  Museum  that was  set  up  by  Baltic-
German intellectuals in 1864.

Today  the  History  Museung  one  of  the  country's  biggest  state
museums,  caries   out  the  important  role   of  interpretation  of
Estonia's past.  The  aim of the  museum is  to  study, preserve  and
mediate   materials   connected   with   Estonia's   political   history,
paricularly the period of independent Estonia.

The  charm in  the  History Museum  hes  in  its  couections,  in  the
people  as  well  as  in  its  buildings.  Born  in  the  19th  century  its
couections  are  some  of  the  most  exciting  and  multi-layered  in
Estonia, fined with rare and different objects that about past times.

The magnificent medieval buildings - the Great Guild House in the Old City and the historicist surmner estate complex
at Maarjamae add dignity to the museum and are important historical sites and are important memorials themselves.
Discover the story of history! The museurn has been doing it already for 150 years.
Source: WOPA published March 2nd, 2014

Jsrael  / Mmlto floiMf Jssue floMors KMidhts of §t.  flohM fto§,itder§
<<
Israel a)   and Malta

(r)  release a joint
stamp issue Knights
Hospital]ointw-
Israel (Flags) issued

Tan 28. 2014, Israel
stamp Scott # 2000,
Malta stamp Scott
#1506

The year 2014 marks 50 years of diplomatic relations between Israel and Malta. Israel, which was still a young country
when  relations  were  estabhshed  in  1964,  shared  the  knowledge  and  experience  it  accrued  during  its  16  years  of
independence with Malta.

The relationship between these  two peoples is ancient and  special:  friendly and  cooperative relations between the
Jewish people and the Phoenicians, the ancient inhabitants of Malta, were mentioned in the Bible - the Book of Books,
which is extremely significant to both peoples.

There was apparendy already a Jewish community in Malta before the Christian era and during the Middle Ages it is
estimated that Jews made up approximately one third of the population of Mdina, which was the island's capital at that
time.    The  heroic  efforts  by Malta's  residents  in  resisting the  Nazi  enemy  and  their proud  stance  in  face  of heavy
bombings and siege were warmly appreciated by the Jewish Yishuv in Eretz Israel, many of whom took part in the fight
against the Nazis who annihhated one third of the Jewish people during the Holocaust.

The  two  countries  share  a  commitment  to  democracy  and  democratic  values,  as  well  as  the  same  parliamentary
system and they are also similar culturally, geographically and linguistically.   Relations between the two countries and
their peoples continue to flourish in the areas of trade, technology, science, energy, culture and tourism.

The  Order  of the  Kriights  Hospitallers,  also  known  as  the  Order  of the  Hospitallers  of St. John  of Jerusalem,
developed injerusalem in the early 12th century around the church hospital bulding located south of the Church of the
Holy  Sepulchre.  Members  of  the  Order  swore  to  dedicate  their  lives  to  helping  Christian  pilgrims  who  came  to
Jerusalem  during  the  Cnisader period,  to  provide  them with  medical  care  and  to  protect  them  from  bandits  and
attackers along their route. In 1187, following the Crusader defeat in the Battle of Hattin, the Hospitallers were forced
to leave Jerusalem and moved to Acre.           (cont'd on next pS
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The city of Acre served as the capital of the Crusader kingdom from 1191-1291. The city was divided into quntters
which  were  inhabited  by  the  military  Orders  (the  Hospitallers,  the  Templers  and  the  Teutonics)  and  the  Italian
comlnercial communes. Each of these groups built grand buldings within its own area, reflecting Acre's status as one
of the  most  important  cities  in  the  world  at  the  time.  The  Knights'  Halls  built  by the  Hospitallers  in Acre  were
unearthed in archeoloScal excavations and have become a popular tourist site.

The most impressive building in the complex is the Order of the Knights Hospitallers' dining room (the refectory).
Its  domes  and  arches  intersect  in  the gothic  style  that  developed  in  France  and  Italy in  the  12th  century  and  also
appeared in Acre during that period.

In 1291, Acre was conquered by the Mamluks, led by Kalavun, and completely destroyed. The Hospitallers resided in
Cypms for some 20 years until they conquered the island of Rhodes  from pirates in 1310, and there established their
center. They fortified the island, defending it against Mushm attacks, and lived there for some 200 years until they were
forced out by the Turks.

In 1530 the Hospitauers were granted control of the island of Malta by Roman Emperor Charles V and founded a
sovereign state. The members of the Order, led by Jean Parisot de Valette, were widely praised when they successfully
prevented Malta  from being conquered and withstood  the  lengthy  siege  the Turks  imposed upon the  island.   After
driving  out  the  Turks,  the  Hospitallers  founded  a  new  city  called  Valletta,  in  honor  of  their  leader,  where  they
constructed a series  of magnificent buildings.  On the  edge  of the  city, overlooking the  Port of Valletta, they built a
sophisticated hospital where dedicated members of the order treated hundreds of wounded and ill. Today the building
serves as the Mediterranean Conference Centre, which can accommodate 1400 visitors in modem halls that preserve a
sense of the past.
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Armenia, Yervandashat, Armavir Province, Issued 2014. After years of
isolation, the ancient capitals of Yervandashat and Bagaran are now
open to visitors.

The residents of Bagaran wake up at the crack
of  dawn  ech  morning  to  the  voices  of  the
muezzin   from   the   neighboring   village   of
Halimjan. The two villages are separated by the
Akhuryan river, which serves as the Armenian-
Turkish boundary. Bagaran is one of the oldest
settlements  in  Armenia.   It  was   founded  by
King Yervand, the last of the Yervanduliis, in
the 3rd century BCE.

It was here that King Yervand, or Orontes,
transported     pagan     idols     from    Armavir,

constructed pagan temples, and appointed his brother as high priest.    "Our  forefathers  crossed the Akhuryan twice,
once in 1917 and for the last time in 1920, never to return," said Mr.  Gevorg Margaryan.   At the bedrnning of the 20th
century, Bagaran had about 800 residents.  "Today the village has 610 residents. Apricots grow very well here. We are
primarily employed in agriculture and dairy farming," the village head explained.

After the fall of the Yervanduni Kingdom, Bagaran lost its shine and splendor and for almost a thousand years is not
mentioned.  In  the  9th  century,  Bagaran  is  once  again  mentioned  and  the  first  king  of  the  Bagratunis.  Ashot  I,
proclaimed Bagaran the capital of the kingdom.  It was only a few years ago that one had to get special permission from
Armenia's national security and border forces to travel to the oldest capitals of Armenia, Bagaran and Yervandashat.
But today, that checkpoint has  been removed and all those who wish to go  and visit these glorious  sites, including
diaspora Armenians and tourists, can now do so.

Yervandashat is only one kilometer away from Bagaran.  It was the last capital of the Yervanduni Kingdom, taking
over from Armavir. The city, which is spread over the two banks of the Arcks River, used to have a vibrant population.
Yervandashat was destroyed in the 4th century C.E. by the forces of the Persian King Shabuh.  Today, Yervandashat is
a village of 825 residents. Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, the village has only ever had one village head, Hovan
Avetisian.   "The people here grow fruit trees and keep cattle - cows and sheep. The vmage is about 4,000 hectares but
only 10 percent of it is used in agriculture," Mr. Avetisian said.

After Armenia's  independence,  diaspora  Armenians  expressed  great  interest  in  visiting Bagaran  and  Yervadashad.
However, these villages continued to remain difficult places to visit, once again tied off because of the different papers
one needed to get.

"In 2001, during the ceremonies commemorating the 1700th anniversary of the adoption of Chastianity, initially there

(cont'd on next p®
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Armenia, Yervandashat, Armavir Province   (cont'd from last page)
was an intention of including these two villages in the formal program of activities because there are many historic sites in the

- two historic capitals at the point where the Araks and Akhuryan rivers meet.  There  is  the  fortress  of  Queen Parentsem, the

grave  of Gevorg Marapetuni,  which  is  right  on  the  banks  of the  Araks  River,  but  on  the  Turkish  side,"  Mr.  Avetisian
explined.

For two years, a group of archaeolodsts have been working in Yervandashat and they have already discovered remains from
the palace of King Yervand, right on the banks of the Araks.   "There is a progran being developed with the U.N., so that
some of the homes in the villages win have the ability to accept guests, tourists and diaspora Armenians and to welcome them
with freshly baked lavash from the tonir," Mr. Avetisian said.

The village head is convinced that Bagaran and Yervandashat represent a great historical value. Therefore today, when there
is no longer any restriction or difficulty in visiting this reSon, which is only 100 kilometers from Yerevan, it win no doubt be a
place of great interest for tourists.

Armenia, Archaeology Souvenir Sheet issued 2013

Egypt - Archaeology Definitives,
issued 2014, Tutmosis Ill

Italy,YearofArchimedes,
Self-adhesive stamp, 2ol4

Egypt -Archaeology Defiliitives, issued 2014 Akhenaten,
Senuseret I, Rineses 11.

France, ]ulius Caesar,
rumble bust, 2014

Germany - UNESCO
World Heritage, Forests
issued 2014

Forests played an integral
part of Germany's Forests
independence from the
Rorlm Empire when
Arminius /Herman de feate d
4 Rormn Lealons in the
Teutenbourg fore s t.

Archimedes was born in the city of Syracuse on the island of Sicdy in 287 BC. Very little
is known about the early life of Archimedes or his finiily. He is regrrded as one of the
leading scientists in classical antiquity. Among his advances in physics are the foundations
of hydrostatics,  statics and  an explanation of the  principle  of the  lever.  He  is  credited
with  designing innovative  machines,  including siege  enales  and the  screw pump  that
bears  his  name.  Modern  experiments  have  tested  claims  that  Archimedes  designed
machines capable of lifting attacking ships out of the water and setting ships on fire using
an array of mirrors.  Archimedes is generally considered to be the greatest mathematician
of antiquity and one of the greatest of all time.   He used the method of exhaustion to
calculate the area under the arc of a parabola with the sumlnation on an infinite series,
and gave a remarkably accurate  approximation of pi. He also defined the  spiral bearing
his name,  formuhe for the volumes of sohds of revolution, and an ingenious system for
expressing very large numbers.

Archimedes died during the Siege of Syracuse when he was killed by a Roman soldier despite orders that he should not be~ ``armed.  Cicero describes visiting the  tomb  of Archimedes, which was  surmounted by a  sphere inscribed within a cylinder.

Archimedes had proven that the sphere has two thirds of the volume and surface area of the cylinder (including the bases of
the latter), and regarded this as the greatest of his mathematical achievements.     Some of Archimedes' mathematical equations
and ideas are mustrated on the star.
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Israel: Makhtesh -Ancient Erosion Craters in Israel, issued February 11, 2014
Scott#2003-5

The dynamic each has  formed almost
unique   geoloalcal   land forms   in   the
Negev    desert.    Initially,    a    layered  \~
sequence    of    hard    limestone    and
dolomite   rocks   was   deposited   over
softer     sandstone     sediments.     The
sequence  was  folded  into  asymmetric
folds,      producing       four      parallel,
northeast  -  southwest,  topographical
ridges.   An  erosion   surface   removed
the hard linestone and dolomite rocks
of   the    fold's    crest,    exposing   the
underlying   friable   sandstone,   which
was eroded, forming a deep transverse

valley. The creeks drain into the Dead Sea - Arava valley, through a single oulet, incised into the southeastern flank.
The closed valleys are  surounded by steep  cliffs, 200400 in high. This type of breached valley or erosion crater is
known as a "makhtesh". A malintesh is a "geological window" through which the ancient strata are revealed.
A makhtesh contains a variety of different colored rocks, and diverse "fauna and flora". The area of each makhtesh has
been declared a nature reserve, providing an ideal location for recreation and leisure with trails for hiking, cycling and
jeep tours.
From Israel Post:   This one I got through the Virtual Stamp Club, Thanks Lloyd!

Laos,  Mulberry Cultivation and Silk, 4 stamps
in set also issued in souvenir sheets   in a
Limited Edition Peffed & Imperf with
Matching Numbers. Only 1000 Issued.    These
stamps may be useful for anyone exhibiting
ancient silk production.

Laos,  Mulberry Cultivation and Silk, issued 2013

Mexico, World Heritage Site Oaxaca, San Matias ]alatlaco Temple, former
Convent of Sam Pablo, Historical Center of Oazaca, Scott #2845, issued
Nov 21, 2013

Paye   #  10

Montenegro,  Edict of Milan, issued 2013
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Spain,   The   N`ational   Museum   ot-
Roman   Art   in   M€rida    @adajoz)

Designed by architect Rafael Moneo Vall6s and inaugurated in 1986 by the King
and  Queen  of Spain  The  museum  is  conceived as  a  research  and  diffusion
centre  of  Roman  culture  and  displays  archaeoloalcal  discoveries  of  Augusta
Emerita. The complex consists of two bnddings separated by a Roman road and
linked by a bridge high above the archaeological remains. It faces the theatre and
araphitheatrc  and  follows  an  urchitcctunl  style  that  links  the  content  of the
Museum to the culture to which it refers.
Source: Spatrish PosL,  pubhshed October 18tiL 2012

With this issue of On This Day we remember three episodes from different eras and with
different characteristics, they are: The Pilgrimage of Saint Francis of Assisi to Santiagc> de
Compostela, the Miuennium of the Kingdom of Badajoz, and the birth of Blas de Lezo.
In  the  year  1013,  and  as  a  consequence  of the  fall  of the  Caliphate  of Cordoba,  the
Kinedom  of  Badajoz,  or  the  first  Taifa  (independent  Muslin-ruled  principality)  of
Badajoz, was founded. The event is owed to the freed slave known as Sabur or Sapur,
who proclaimed hinself independent king of Portuguese and Spanish Extremadura.  Ori
his  death,  in  1022,  the  rights  of his  children were  usurped  by  the  Andalusian  Berber
Abdalhah ibn al-Aftas, thus giving rise to the Aftasid Dynasty which lasted until 1094.

Spain,   Millennium   of  the
Kingdom of Badajoz

During this period, Badajoz  enjoyed  an era  of splendour, with great  development in the  arts  and  the  sciences.  The
Aftasids were  fouowed by the Almoravids and  the  Almohads.  In  1230,  the  Kingdom of Badajoz was  conquered by
Alfonso IX of Leon, from then forming part of the Christian kingdoms.
Sciurce: Spanish Post,  put)lished February 24th, 2014

Spain Bridges 2013, Souvenir Sheets Roman Bridge
at Merida and the Puente di Piedra, Zaragosa

Paye   #  I I

Roman settlements Merida and Zaragosa have bridges built to carry
water and the Roman Army, they are only 2 of 20 Roman Bridges
still standing throughout the country.

Merida
The P#€#}€ Rflzert7#o,  a  bridge  over  the  Guadiana River that is  still
used by pedestrians, and the longest of all existing Roman bridges.
Almexed is a forlificahoii (the A4'4zz;fr#), built by  tile Musfroi enrif
Abd  ar-Rahman  11  in  835   on  the  Roman  waus  and  Roman-
Vlsigothic edifices in the  area.  The court houses  Roman mosaics,
while underground is a Visisothic cistern. The town was founded
in  25   BC,  with   the   name   of  Emerita  Augusta   (meaning  the
veterans -  discharged  soldiers  -  of the  army  of Augustus,  who
founded the city; the flame Mc'#.dr is an evolution of this) by order
of Emperor  Augustus,  to  protect  a  pass  and  a  bridge  over  the
Gundiana river.

Zaragosa
The  city was  called  by  the  ancient  Romans  C4G+z7r j4#gztj/#,  from
which the present name derives, perhaps influenced by the Arabic,
name of the city during the Islamic Period ¢14-1118). The Iberian
town that predated the Roman city was called Jz7#z47.e.   Though the
bridge,  Pueiile  di  Piedra  dates  only   from  the  1400s  when  the
citizens of Zaragoza built a bridge across the Ebro, a bridge existed
on the site ffom Roman times.
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Tadjhikistan, Architecture along the Silk Road, issued 2013,
no future information known about this issue but it's a must
have for any exhibit or couection about the Silk Road.

Turkey, 500 Anniversary Piri Reis Map Souvenir Sheet
of 4 Hexagon Shaped Stamps Issued April 18, 2013

Now Diq§ uifdete
The following items do not have mustrations, some were illustrated in previous issues of the Old World Archaeolodrst most in
the ]anuay 2014 issue.

Aitutaki Scott #614, Sept 26, 2013  -  s/s Great Wall of
China

Algeria. Scott # 1587-99, May 5, 2013 -  Roman Pottery;
15d. two handled urn with hd,15d. Two handled urn
without lid; Single handled urn without lid

Belarus. Scott #870. July 28, 2013  -  Christianization of
Russia

Burundi. Scott #1390. Human ancestors, issued July 5, 2013
-  Homo erectus hunting, homo neanderthalensis drawing
on cave wall,  homo neanderthalensis drawing of mammoth,
homo fluoresce sis hunting.

Cambodia Scott #2377-81. March 30, 2010. Ancient
agricultural tools; Plow, Harrow, Spiked roller, water wheel,
cart, farmer operating water wheel.   Also  Cambodia #2382
s/s is firmer & water wheel

Gambia. History of art. Scott #3499-3500, s/s 3501-2, April
4, 2013. - #3499 Lascaur.   #3500 Ancient Greece;  #3501
Nefertiti. #3 502 Stonehenge

Ghana. Scott #2729. Tan 1, 2013  -  statue of Lao Tsu and
Hanguguan Pass, Hangugunn China

Grenada  Ancient Roman Structures. Scott #3892 a-f, no
issue date given; Coleseum,  Rolnan Fomm,  Ostia Antica,
Trajan's Market,  Baths of Caracalla,  Pantheon,  s/s View of
Roman Fonim from Palatine Hill

Pap  # 12

Lebanon. Scott #692, Nov 21, 2012,
Scott val $16.00, Statue of Hannibal Barca

Macedonia. Scott #629  June 24, 2013  -  Sts. Cyril &
Methodius 1150 anniversary Cyrillic Alphabet.

Peru. Scott #1817, August 28, 2013  -  Anthro-pomorphic
Monoliths Ancash Archaeoloalcal Park

Peru. Scott #1823, Sept 27, 2013  -  Qorikancha lncan
Temple. Cuzco

Peru. Scott # 1824, Sept 27, 2013  -  Archaeoloalcal Sites,
Temples of the Sun and the Moon

Peru. Scott #1828, Oct 11, 2013  -  Chaliuaytiri Rock
Paintings

Peru.  Scott #1838, Nov 13, 2013  -  Incas Walls in Cuzco
Souvenir Sheet

Poland. Scott #4085,June 28, 2013  -  Gallus Annonymous

Sac Maino. Scott #1896. Octrober 9, 2013  -  UNESCO
Sites in Italy
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``   Egypt Unveils Two Massive Restored Pharaoh Statues

drcheologists in the historic city of Luxor, Egypt have unveded two massive ancient statues of Pharaoh Amenhotep Ill
to the pubhc.  The newly restored quartzite statues, one of which is more than 11 meters high and weists 250 tomes,
can be found at the funerary temple of Amenhotep Ill.  They join a pair of already famous Sants at the teaple known
as  the  Colossi of Memnon; two  16-meter-high images  of King Amenhotep  HI  seated on his throne, also  made  of
quartzite.

The unveiling was presided over by German archaeoloalst Hourig Sourouzian, who heads the temple of Amenhotep
Ill conservation project. The two new statues, discovered during excavations at the site, were orialnally in pieces before
being restored and raised to their current standing position at the temple.   According to the World Monument Find
(W7MF), the eel:nple of Amenhotep Ill iras erected betineen 1390 and 1353 B.C. for the pharaoh It iras 100 meters wide
and 600 meters long, but only the lower sections of the stmcture remain.

The Colossi of Memnon, which macs the entrance of the temple of Amenhotep Ill, are the most visible remains of
what was  once the most richly ornamented of all Eeba± monuments, says the WRff.   "The temple structue was
originally destroyed by earthquakes, and, since it was never fully excavated, the site was overgrown with vegetation and
threatened by seasonal floods and agricultural develapment,"says the organization.  "These problems were corxpounded
by an increase in surface salts from rising ground"teg a by-product of the coustmction of the AanB High Dan in..the
]2SQs."  Luror, 635 kilometers from Cairo, is divided by the Nile into two areas commonly referred to as the East and
West Bank, the latter home to some of Egypt s most prized ancient temples and monuments.  The unveiling comes at a
tilne when Egypt's tourism sector is ftyting to pull itself out of a slump due to pohtical instability that's lingered since
the ousting of Hosni Mubarck in 2011.

According to the Dailv News Egypt, Tourism Minister Hisham Zaazou said on Saturday that the tourism sector is
completely collapsed, adding that great changes are needed to improve conditions.
By.CNN Staff updated 9:01 AM EDT, Mon March 24, 2014

Climate Change is the Cause of Decline in Indus Valley
Wihipedia defines  Palaeoclimatology  as  "the  study  of changes  in climate  taken.on the  scale  of the  endre  history  of
Earth".  Studies  of data  stored within  rocks,  sediments, tree  rings,  ice  sheets,  micro fossils  etc.  can provide valuable
inforrmtion  on  the   climate   at  different  stages  in  the  past  and   also   map   chapge§   for   future  trends.     Now
Palaeocliniatoloalsts have used  those  techniques  to  support a theory on  the  decline  oli the Indus Valley Civi]isatiori
a?akistan) approximately 4,000 years ago. They studied the sediment from the base of an ancient lake quotia Dahar) and
concluded that the monsoon cycle in that area had been suspended for possfoly as long as two hundred years, leading to
long term dronght.

The teasons behind the break in the trrousooti eycle are unclean but the theory is backed lap by similar data from
Bronze Age Egypt and Greece, whose civhisarions also suffered a decline around that time.    The lake is not linked to
any other water source and so its levels are drecdy related to rainfall and evaporation By studying oxygpn isotopes in
the sediment the team determined that there was a dramatic decrease in rainfall over a 200 year period.

David Hedell, a palaeoclinatoloSst  from  Cainbridge  University  (UK),  a  co-author  of the  findings, is  quoted  as
saying "It is an example - there are other examples of this - of how ancient societies lrave had to contend with climate.
There are some les'sons for us and our future, in which we will have to deal indi anthaapogeric climate change".
Edited from Nature (3 March 2014)

The Ice Age Occupants of a Long Submerged Land Bridge
25,000 years ago a strip of land, known as the Bering Land Bridge, linked the continents of Asia and Nordi America
across what is now known as the Bering Straits. Although inhospitable, this strip of land suppofted human activity for
over 10,000 years.

Even though hurnans were hardier than they are now, how did this arid icy terrain support what has been calculated
as  being a  population  in  the  thousands?  WeH,  oil  and  gas  exploration  may,  surprisingly, provide  the  answer.  Core
samples  taken from the ocean  floor  (the now submerged land bridge), in the process  of their exploration activities,
showed evidence of a fertile environment, with a variety of plant and animal hfe.

So the evidence is there to support setdements, but the question remains, why stay in such a hosule, albeit fertile,
environment and not complete the journey from Asia to North America? The answer may be ice sheets blocking the
way.  The melting of these ice  sheets  and the  subsequent rise in  sea levels  could  possibly have not only allowed the
onward migration to proceed but also necessitated it, as the land bridge became submerged.                  (cont'd pg 14)
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The Ice Age occupants ofa Long submerged Land Bridge      (cont'd from pg 13)

This  period  of isolation  may  also  account  for  the  genetic  differences  between  Asia  and  the  Native  American
population,  which,  if continuous  migration  had  occuned,  should  not have  happened.  Over  thousands  of years  of
isolation minute changes in gelietic makeup occuffed, with the population of the land bridge gradually evolvirig in a
differmt direction
Edited from BioNews Texas (3 March 2014)

Iron Age Scandinavian Settlement Uncovered
As is common practice in most European countries, an archaeoloScal evaluation and investigation is made on any land
that is  to be  developed  or built on.  Such was the  case with a  58 Hectare  site in  the Aalborg realori  of Norfuern
Denrmck. The area had beeli eamacked for a new hospital. During the archaeolostal ilIvestisations the remains of a
large Iron Age setdement were found.

Nomully in a find of this nature only post holes remain to macs out the buldings within the settlement. This find,
however, had been well prese]ved as it had been covered by a thick layer of sorry allowing elements such as the chalk
floors to remain undisturbed. So fu evidence has been found of an ongoing settlement with buildings being repaired,
extended and added over a long period.

One particularly exciting find was that of the remains of a domestic cat, making it one of the earnest exalxples of its
kind in DenmndL dating to when the Romans had brought cats to the area during the Iron Age. The remains of several
horses have also been found, raising the wealth and status of the settlement.
Edited from I]ast Horizons (17 January 2014)

Nordic People Drank Wine 3,000 Years Ago
Based on chemica.I evidence derived from ancient drinking vessels from Demack and Sweden, researchers have added
imported grape wine to the fret of local ingredients of Bronze Age 'grog', which included honey, bog cranbeny, lingon-
berry, bog myrde, yarrow, juniper, birch tree resin, and cereals including wheat, barley, and rye.

Patrick E MCGovern, Scientific Director of the Biomolecular ArdiaeolQgy Project at the University of Pennsyhania
Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, and author of "Uncorking the Past:' The Quest for Wine, Beer and Other
Alcoholic Beverages", is the lead author on the paper.  The findings provide the first chemical evidence for the impor-
tariori of grape wine from southern or central Europe as early as 1100 BCE.

The researchers obtained samples  from four sites in southern Sweden and Denmark. The oldest, dated 1500-1300
BCE, was  from northwestern Denmark, where a warior prince  had been buried in an oak coffin with a massively
hafied bronze  sword, a  battle-axe, and a pottery jar.  A  second Dariish  sample, dated to about  1100-500 BCE, came
from a pit hoard southwest of Copenhagen - the earliest bronze strainer yet tecoveced in the region^  A thi[d Danish
sample was  from a lapse bronze bucket inside the wooden coffin of a 30-year-old woman, dating to about 200 BCE.
The bucket was part of a standard, imported Roman wine-set, and the woman held the strainer-cap in her right hand.
Residue from another strainer-cup, again part of imported Roman wine-set, provided the fouch sample. Dating to the
first century CE, it was excavated from a hoard which included a lapse gold torque and a pair of bronze bells, on the
Swedish island of Gotland.

Accc]nding  to Dr MCGoveng  the rixpcrfution of southern wine  eventually  edipsed  but never replaced  the grog
tradition. Many of the ingredients in Nordic grog went on to be consumed in birch beer and as the principal bitteing
agents of medieval beers before hops gained popularity.   "About the closest thing to the grog today is produced on the
island of Gotland in the Baltic Sea," Dr MCGovern noted. |t's made from barley, honey, juniper, and other herbs like
those in the ancient versiori. This new evidence of an old tradition resonates with modem inhabitants of Scandinavia,
where alcohohc beverages are very much enjoyed and seen as an intrinsic part of Nordic and Viking lore."
Edited from Physorg (16 January 2014), ScienceNordic (22 January 2014)

Have you visited out website recently?  A membership application is awilable for prindng, so is a flyer advertising our
club.  They print easily for those of you attending stamp shows around the country to leave at the Etefature table.
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